In many data mining applications, we use a clustering algorithm on a large amount of uncertain data. In this paper, we adapt an uncertain data clustering algorithm called fast density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (FDBSCAN) to multicore systems in order to have fast processing. The new algorithm, which we call multicore FDBSCAN (M-FDBSCAN), splits the data domain into c rectangular regions, where c is the number of cores in the system. The FDBSCAN algorithm is then applied to each rectangular region simultaneously. After the clustering operation is completed, semiclusters that occur during splitting are detected and merged to construct the final clusters.
Introduction
In many applications like data cleaning, data integration, and sensor networks, managing huge amounts of uncertain data is one of the most crucial issues. Recently, many new algorithms dealing efficiently with uncertainty have been developed. For example, in [1] , the customer preference uncertainty problem was examined. The preferences of customers that are unfamiliar with a new technology are assumed to be uncertain. The proposed solution was based on a fuzzy ranking approach. In [2] , a novel accuracy function was proposed as a solution to the problem of ranking intuitionistic fuzzy numbers accurately. Most of the solutions to the uncertain data problems that we see in the literature are essentially derived from the solutions to the certain data counterparts of these problems, as in [3] and [4] . The most critical parameter in the performance of uncertain data management algorithms is the size of the uncertain data. Thus, the issue of processing huge amounts of uncertain data efficiently is of utmost importance.
In this paper, we adopt fast density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (FDBSCAN) [3] , a density-based uncertain data clustering algorithm, to multicore systems. We name our new algorithm multicore FDBSCAN (M-FDBSCAN). The main idea behind the M-FDBSCAN algorithm is to split the 2-dimensional dataset into csubdatasets, where c is the number of cores of the multicore system, and then apply a merge operation for the split subdataset pairs sequentially to get the final clusters, which are the same as those that are discovered by the single-core algorithm.
Our proposed algorithm is one of the first on adapting data mining algorithms for multicore system architecture. In [5] , a k-means clustering algorithm for multicore system architecture was presented, but the algorithm was based on certain data.
In Section 2, the related research is summarized. In Section 3, the M-FDBSCAN algorithm is explained. Finally, in Section 4, the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm is presented.
Related work
In [5] , one of the most well-known clustering algorithms, the k-means algorithm, was reimplemented for multicore system architecture. To each core, some part of the dataset was assigned for clustering. After the k-means clustering algorithm was applied to the relevant part of the dataset by each dedicated core, simultaneously, a merge operation was run to get the final clusters. In [5] , the dataset was composed of certain data.
Uncertain data versions of the k-means, DBSCAN, and OPTICS clustering algorithms were proposed in [3] , [4] , and [6] , respectively. Based on the fuzzy c-means algorithm, novel fuzzy clustering solutions for different data domains and problems were proposed in [7] , [8] , and [9] . Note that the algorithms in [3, 4] and [6] [7] [8] [9] were for single-core system architecture use.
In this paper, we adapt the FDBSCAN algorithm for multicore system architecture. FDBSCAN is a density-based fuzzy clustering algorithm. Since the concerned data of the algorithm are uncertain, a fuzzy distance function is used to evaluate the similarity of the fuzzy objects. The key idea behind the FDBSCAN algorithm is summarized in the following:
Let us assume that fuzzy data objects are represented in a 2-dimensional space. To label a fuzzy data object region in 2-dimensional space as a cluster, the following 2 conditions must be satisfied: 1) All of the pairs of fuzzy data objects in the region must be density-reachable.
2) The total number of fuzzy data objects in the region must be equal to or greater than a certain value, µ . A pair of data objects is density-reachable if there is at least one path between them, such that the fuzzy distance between each of the adjacent nodes is in the ε neighborhood, where ε is a certain given value. Two data objects are in the ε neighborhood if the distance between these data objects is less than or equal to ε. Each fuzzy data object is represented by s sample data objects. Probabilistically, the fuzzy distance between 2 fuzzy data objects, fo 1 and fo 2 , is equal to d if more than half of all of the possible distances among the sample data objects associated with fo 1 and fo 2 are equal to d.
Proposed algorithm
One of the most time-consuming, but at the same time important, parts of the M-FDBSCAN algorithm is the sample matrix construction part. Most of the algorithm is based on manipulating the sample matrices. Thus, the sample matrix computation should be efficient. During the execution of the FDBSCAN algorithm, one sample matrix is constructed for each fuzzy data object in the dataset. A sample matrix of a fuzzy data object, fdo x, represented by SM(fdo x ), is an s × s matrix, such that s is the number of sample data objects. fdo x [i] is the ith sample data object of the fuzzy data object fdo x , where i = 1,..,s. Let SM(fdo x )[i,j] be the matrix element of SM(fdo x ) . The value of SM(fdo x )[i,j] then represents the number of fuzzy data objects that are different from fdo x and of which the jth sample data objects are in the ε neighborhood of the ith sample data object of fdo x .
A sample matrix example with 4 sample data objects is shown in Figure 1 .
For a dataset of f fuzzy data objects and s sample data objects per each fuzzy data object, there are fdo (sd ) 1 1 fdo (sd ) 1 4 fdo (sd ) 1 3 fdo (sd ... sd ) In our proposed algorithm, we aim to parallelize these computationally time-consuming distance calculation operations by splitting the dataset into c subdatasets of equal or nearly equal size. Here, c is the number of cores in the associated multicore system. Thus, assuming that the sizes of all of the subdatasets are equal, 
For c > 1,
In Eq. (1), it is interestingly shown that dataset splitting reduces the number of distance calculations. Thus, even for sequential execution, the execution time performance of our proposed algorithm is better than that of FDBSCAN.
After processing all of the subdatasets, sequential merge operations are needed for each subdataset pair to establish the final clusters. Thus, deciding the number of subdatasets is important. An increase in the number of subdatasets implies an increase in the number of sequential merge operations. A detailed description of the proposed algorithm is given in Section 3.1.
M-FDBSCAN
The main idea behind the algorithm is to split the 2-dimensional fuzzy data object dataset into c subdatasets horizontally or vertically, where c is the number of cores in the multicore system. By applying the FDBSCAN algorithm to each subdataset concurrently, the final cluster regions are determined partially. After merging the split subdataset pairs by our merge function, the final cluster regions are obtained. Parallelization is done using OpenMP in C. The M-FDBSCAN algorithm is basically composed of 3 parts:
• Splitting the dataset into subdatasets.
• Applying FDBSCAN to each split subdataset concurrently.
• Merging subdataset pairs to get the final cluster regions.
Splitting the dataset into subdatasets
We gained significant performance improvement by splitting the original dataset into subdatasets. This is because smaller subdatasets mean smaller sample matrices and smaller sample matrices mean fewer distance calculations. However, since the bigger the number of subdatasets is, the bigger the number of operations is, there is a threshold point at which we have the optimum number of partitioning (splitting). Splitting must be done up to this number. The execution times of the splitting and merging processes for a different number of partitions are given in the experimental results in Section 4.
According to the M-FDBSCAN algorithm, splitting is done with respect to some horizontal or vertical lines. Subdatasets are formed according to the regions between these lines. In the experiments, we tested 2 different splitting approaches: a) Special splitting algorithm: For splitting, we developed a special algorithm that is derived from a binary search algorithm. The goal of this algorithm is to determine n−1 lines that split the dataset into n (nearly) equal-sized subdatasets. The execution time of the algorithm changes according to the distribution of the data in 2-dimensional space. That is, the data distribution determines the number of iterations needed for finding the appropriate splitting lines. b) n equal-distance lines for n − 1 subdatasets: The other approach is simply determining n equal-distance horizontal or vertical lines for n − 1 subdatasets.
In the experiments, we observed the execution times of both splitting approaches. Even if the execution time of the second splitting approach is almost 0, when the data are not well distributed in the 2-dimensional space, the big differences in the size of the subdatasets cause long total execution times. On the other hand, for the first splitting approach, the sizes of the generated subdatasets are nearly the same. Thus, the overall execution time performance is better, even if a negligible amount of time is needed initially for the splitting process.
Applying FDBSCAN to each split subdataset concurrently
M-FDBSCAN assigns each subdataset to a core for clustering. After running the FDBSCAN algorithm by the cores concurrently, temporary cluster regions are established. We must note that if the number of cores in the multicore system is less than the optimum number of subdatasets, then the subdatasets must be apportioned among the cores (i.e. each core processes several subdatasets serially). As we showed earlier, splitting improves the overall execution time performance, even for a single-core system.
Merging subdataset pairs to get the final cluster regions
In the last part of the M-FDBSCAN algorithm, the processed subdataset pairs are merged in order to get the final cluster regions. The proposed merge operation is mainly set on the concept of the ε neighborhood of the splitting line. A fuzzy data object that is in the ε neighborhood of any point on the splitting line is called the insider fdo and, conversely, a fuzzy data object that is not in the ε neighborhood of any point on the splitting line is called the outsider fdo.
During the merge operation, first, the cluster regions of the insider fdos are handled. Cluster region decisions for the outsider fdos are made according to the insider fdos that are density-reachable to the outsider fdos. If a fuzzy data object fdo i is an outsider fdo, then there are 2 possible situations:
1. fdo i is a noisy fuzzy data object. This means that it could not be assigned to any temporary cluster. In this case, if fdo i is density-reachable to any insider fdo that is in a cluster region C x , then fdo i and all of the other density-reachable outsider fdos are also put into the cluster region C x .
2. fdo i is already in a temporary cluster region C y . In this case, if fdo i is density-reachable to any insider fdo that is assigned to a cluster region C x , then the label of the cluster region C y is changed to C x . This means that the cluster regions C y and C x are merged and the new cluster region label is set as C x .
The merge operation is done between 2 adjacent subdatasets. Temporary cluster structures in other subdatasets are not affected during the merge operation between 2 specific subdatasets. Thus, we can state that one application of the merge operation is independent of another of its applications. Consequently, several merge operation applications may be processed in parallel. A merge operation can be processed on any one of the c cores that the FDBSCAN algorithm is run on for obtaining the neighboring clusters.
The complexity of parallel merging is O(log 2 c). This is because, at each iteration, each core is assigned to merge 2 subdatasets.
Algorithm for M-FDBSCAN

Input:
D: Dataset of 2-dimensional fuzzy data objects.
ε : Minimum distance between any pair of data objects in a cluster.
µ : Minimum number of fuzzy data objects in a cluster. In Figure 2 , the original dataset D is split into 2 subdatasets, D1 and D2, by a splitting line. ********************************************** ********************************************** ********************************************** ********************************************** ********************************************** ********************************************** ********************************************** ********************************************** ********************************************** **** * * ** ** **** **** Merge_DataSets(D1, D2, ε, μ ) /* Merges 2 datasets by means of cluster reg ons and no sy fuzzy data objects. C(f1) s the label of the cluster reg on of fuzzy data object f1 n D1, C(f2) s the label of the cluster reg on of fuzzy data object f2 n D2. If C(fx) s a null value, then th s means that fx s a no sy data object. */ BEGIN 1 Select fuzzy data objects nto R1 from D1 where y ≥ max(y) -2 Select fuzzy data objects nto R2 from D2 where y ≤ m n(y) + 3 For each nonv s ted fuzzy data object f1 n R1 Do 4 For each nonv s ted fuzzy data object f2 n R2 Do 5
If fuzzy_d stance(f1,f2) ≤ then 6
If C(f1) s not null and C(f2) s not null then 7
Change the cluster label of all fuzzy data objects of wh ch the cluster label s C(f1) n D1 as C(f2) 8
Else f C(f1) s null and C(f2) s not null then 9
Set the cluster label of f1 as C(f2) 10
Set also the cluster label of all no sy fuzzy data objects that are dens ty-reachable from f1 as C(f2).
11
Else f C(f1) s not null and C(f2) s null then 12
Set the cluster label of f2 as C(f1) 13
Set also the cluster label of all no sy fuzzy data objects that are dens ty-reachable from f2 as C(f1) 14
Else f C(f1) s null and C(f2) s null then 15
If (∑(dens ty reachable data objects from f1) + 1 + ∑(dens ty reachable data objects from f2) + 1) ≥ µ then 16
Create a new cluster label Cnew and set the cluster label of f1, f2, all fuzzy data objects that are reachable from f1, and all fuzzy data objects that are reachable from f2 as Cnew In Figure 3 , all of the possible merging situations are shown. In Figure 3a , the fuzzy data objects between the splitting line and the lines that are ε-far from the splitting line are assigned to a certain temporary cluster. In Figures 3b and 3c , the fuzzy data objects on one side of the splitting line are assigned to a certain temporary cluster, while on the other side, all of them are noisy. In Figure 3d , all of the fuzzy data objects between the splitting line and the lines that are ε-far from the splitting line are noisy, which means that they cannot be assigned to any cluster.
Experimental study
In our experiments, we use synthetic datasets of sizes 1000, 5000, 10,000, 25,000, and 50,000. These datasets include 2-dimensional fuzzy data objects. Each fuzzy data object is represented by 7 sample data objects. The sample data objects for each fuzzy data object are produced by choosing a core data object in 2-dimensional space and selecting 7 data objects in 1 neighborhood of this core data object. Each data object is generated in the range of 0 to 10,000. The tests are done on an Intel Xeon X5650 2.67 GHz 24 Core CPU and 72 GB RAM server. The operating system of the computer is a 64-bit Linux Centos 5.5. The performances of the FDBSCAN and M-FDBSCAN algorithms are tested with predefined ε and µ values of 120 and 7, respectively. Figure 3 . a) f1 and f2 belong to the C(f1) and C(f2) clusters. b) f1 is noisy and f2 belongs to the C(f2) cluster. c) f1
belongs to the C(f1) cluster and f2 is noisy. d) f1 and f2 are noisy.
The results of the tests show that by splitting the original dataset and assigning each subdataset to a certain core, the M-FDBSCAN algorithm completes the overall clustering processes, approximately, and the splitting and core times are faster than that of the FDBSCAN algorithm. Even for a single core, by only splitting the dataset, the execution time performance increases linearly. During our tests, we split the original dataset into 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 subdatasets.
In the Table, the detailed observation results are listed.
As seen in the Table, the total execution time decreases, while the splitting number increases. Determining the optimum number of splitting and running M-FDBSCAN only once according to this optimum value is the subject of our future research. We tested 2 splitting methods:
• Splitting with an algorithm.
• Splitting without an algorithm.
We recorded a negligible amount of performance improvement when the splitting was done with an algorithm.
In Figure 4a , the single-core and multicore executions of M-FDBSCAN are compared with those of FDBSCAN, which uses only a single core by the nature of the algorithm. In Figure 4b , the merging times of the M-FDBSCAN algorithm run on single-core and multicore systems are given. In Figure 4a , the single-core line represents the performance of sequential merging, while the multicore line represents the performance of parallel merging.
Comments on the observation results:
1. During the M-FDBSCAN performance tests, we observed that performance improvements could be achieved linearly by increasing the number of cores and splits.
2. In the case of single-core usage, by just splitting the dataset, we can say that M-FDBSCAN is splitting a number of times faster than FDBSCAN. Our splitting approach converges the single-core performance to a multicore performance.
3. While the number of splits increases, the merge operations become critical for the execution time. With the help of our parallel merge algorithm, the execution time of the merge operations is considerably reduced.
4. With over 10,000 fuzzy data objects, the total clustering time increases dramatically. We observe that the performance gap between M-FDBSCAN and FDBSCAN increases quickly when the dataset size goes over 10,000 fuzzy data objects. Thus, for huge amounts of data, the use of M-FDBSCAN becomes more meaningful.
Future work
We have observed that, while the size of the dataset increases, splitting becomes critical. Thus, more intelligent splitting algorithms are needed that learn the characteristics of the data distribution and suggest the best splitting coordinates. Another critical point is determining the optimum splitting number. Learning the data distribution characteristics of a dataset before the clustering process is also very important to determine the optimum splitting number. Thus, for huge datasets, these 2 issues must be examined further in a future research.
Conclusion
Because of fuzziness, the sizes of the datasets that store uncertain data are very huge. Thus, such datasets should be processed by multicore systems. In this work, we aimed to improve the performance of FDBSCAN, which is an uncertain data clustering algorithm, by customizing it for multicore system architecture. We named this new algorithm M-FDBSCAN. The main idea behind the M-FDBSCAN algorithm is to split the dataset into a certain number of subdatasets and assign these subdatasets to the cores. At each core, the FDBSCAN algorithm is run concurrently. After that, the subclusters provided by each core are merged by satisfying the predefined constraints, such as the minimum number of fuzzy objects in a cluster and the maximum distance between 2 fuzzy objects in a cluster. As a result, even though M-FDBSCAN is a multicore clustering algorithm, it also proposes a dramatic performance improvement for single-core systems.
